
CLOSER WP1 – SCENARIOS 
 

Introduction 
This document aims at describing the high level scenarios driven by industrial partners needs 
and expectations.  

In the following, six separate scenarios are described, with the associated main participants in 
each. The scenarios lay the general research problems on which the other work packages focus 
their research efforts on. 

The scenario descriptions all follow the same structure of  

1. Participants; listing the major scenario drivers 
2. Background, Motivation and State of the Art 
3. Research Focus and Direction; describing on a high level (refined in the other work 

package documents), the possible research directions needed to achieve the expected 
results 

4. Expected Results; listing and describing the results that the scenario should strive to 
achieve, with possible related deliverables. 

It should be noted that the described scenarios in the following of this document are research 
directions, and will be pursued as much as time and research progress allows. It is therefore 
possible that some of the scenarios do not see total completion by the end of the project. 
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CLOSER WP1 – SCENARIO 01 
Android App Reputation Assessment 

Participants and Partners 
• F-Secure 
• Arcada 
• Aalto 
• UH 

Background, Motivation and Brief State of the Art 
We have heard many times predictions of “201x is the year of mobile malware!”, but we have 
not seen any explosions similar to Melissa macro virus (1999) or ILOVEYOU worm (2000) so 
far. This perhaps has given companies and end users a false sense of mobile security. The 
threat, however, is continuously increasing and quite visible, at least, on the Android platform 
[Ref1], [Ref2]. Looking back at the recent past: 

Trojan:Android/Torsm.A is the first Android trojan to leverage the open-source Orbot client for 
the popular Tor anonymizing network to communicate with its C&C server. 

SMSSEND, trojan: Sends SMS messages to premium-rate numbers, charging the user’s phone 
bill. 

SLOCKER, trojan: Encrypts image, document and video files, then demands ransom payment 
to unlock the device and decrypt the affected files. 

FAKEINST, trojan: Appears to be an installer for a popular app but instead sends SMS 
messages to premium-rate numbers or services. 

GINMASTER, trojan: Steals confidential information from the device and sends it to a remote 
website. 

GINGERBREAK, exploit: Exploits a vulnerability in Android operating systems prior to version 
2.34 to gain root privileges on the device. 

Stagefright, Android exploit: was distributed as a multimedia text message. Enable hackers to 
take complete control over the device. 

At the backend, F-Secure receives ~ 10,000 – 50,000 of unique unknown apps every day. Only 
some 30 - 50% of those get categorized: absolute majority as clean, few tens as malicious, few 
tens as Potentially Unwanted Apps (PUA). The technology stack used is similar to what the 
main competitors have: 

- Checks either at installation time or when on-demand scan is requested (intercepting 
app launch is difficult for 3rd parties, Google can and apparently does) 

- A query to the backend is sent first, a collection of hashes: APK, signing certificate 
fingerprint, … 



- If the sample is unknown, it is sent to ScanBox, where detections for Android are based 
on either fingerprints from multiple parts of files or Lua scripts implementing more 
complex rules (the functionality includes Dalvik / ART disassembly, de-obfuscation, 
signing certificate checking) 

- If still no decision, it is sent to the backend to be processed with: Malware Automatic 
Pre-Processor (MAPP, for extracting dynamic features), Sample Management 
Automation (for applying expert-created detection rules), manual analysis, and Machine 
Learning-based classifiers. Of course, many samples never go to MAPP or do not run 
there, and only a small fraction of them goes to manual analysis. 

It is clear that we cannot significantly improve the detection quality and rates with manual 
analysis and rule-based methods, so to better protect the customers and stay competitive, 
approaches based on Machine Learning and Data Mining must be pursued. The first steps in 
building APK classification techniques in collaboration between Aalto, Arcada, and F-Secure are 
presented in [Ref3] and [Ref4]. Potentially relevant approaches for identifying Android malware 
can be found in [Ref5], [Ref6], and [Ref7]. 

Research Focus and Direction 
The foundation for the research in CloSer are very solid training and testing sets collected by F-
Secure and the APK processing tool for static feature extraction. For each embedded item, the 
tool collects its external attributes, such as filename, path, size, and hash. 

 

 

Figure 1. The high-level representation of an APK file as a source of features 

Then Android manifest file, Dalvik / ART executable file container, and resource file are parsed 
to extract relevant information (see figure 1). This results in 11 groups of features: 

- Permissions (1) and other strings (2) from AndroidManifest.xml 



- Prototypes (3), types (4), methods (5), fields (6), names of classes (7) and other string 
(8) information from classes.dex 

- String (9) information from resources.arsc 
- Hash values (10) and external attributes (11) of all embedded items 

In addition, certain types of meta-information, such as sample prevalence and its signing 
certificate prevalence, can be useful as well.  

The main research directions in this scenario will be: 

1. Identification of new meaningful static features; static analysis of embedded code 
(especially located around entry points of mobile applications); methods to deal with 
obfuscation techniques for string features (within WP3, FSC, supported by Arcada) 

2. Analysis methods based on meta-information (within WP3, Aalto, supported by HY, 
FSC) 

3. Classification and clustering methods based on the available features (within WP3, 
Arcada and FSC, supported by Aalto) 

4. Optimal ways to utilize the technologies produced in 1 – 3 within the overall sample 
processing stack (within WP4 and WP3, FSC, supported by HY and Aalto) 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2. The APK file processing logic 

Expected Results 
The key expected result is classifiers capable of processing a significant part of the samples not 
categorized by the currently available technologies, with a good recall (in the range of 70 – 
80%) and a very low number of false positives (roughly 1 in 10,000). There are no plans to use 
those in the end-points for now, so the resource consumption only needs to meet the backend 
requirements. On the other hand, easy retraining must be possible and dependencies on 3rd 
party tools should be avoided. 

One important goal is to work out how the classifiers should be used in the context of a higher-
level automation, as a part of the overall technology stack. Automated detection with hard 
verdicts is ideal, but – in difficult cases – prioritizing samples and supporting expensive human 
analysis and use of more computationally expensive systems may be sufficient. While detection 
of malicious samples is naturally the top priority, identifying PUA and other suspicious apps will 
also be very valuable. 

From the validation point of view, we aim at good results in popular malware detection tests. For 
instance, AV-Test testing consists of: 

- Standard Test: malicious APK sample freeze before the start of testing 
- Real-time Test: stream of malicious samples as the AV-Test receives them 
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- False Positive Test on clean file collection from Google Play and from 3rd party stores 

As a recent benchmark, F-Secure missed 7 out of 3599 samples in Standard and 105 out of 
3414 in Real-time, and the target is to achieve significant improvements in the test results. 

In summary, the main tasks and results expected for this scenario will be: 

• Classifiers for app reputation assessment on Android (malicious, PUA, suspicious, 
benign, …) 

• Overall processing logic combining feature extraction, rule-based detection, and 
classifiers for optimizing the level of customer protection and performance in popular 
malware detection tests 
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CLOSER WP1 – SCENARIO 02 
Cloud-assisted management for IoT 

Participants and Partners 
• Trustonic 
• Aalto 

Background, Motivation and Brief State of the Art 
Resource constrained embedded devices are often expected to be deployed and stay active in 
the field for prolonged amounts of time (sometimes decades!). The increasing scale of 
deployment of Internet of Things (IoT) devices [1] has made security challenges in embedded 
systems [2] more visible and pervasive. The risks posed by deployed devices left unpatched 
and vulnerable in the field is forcing the industry to rethink the assumptions about how these 
devices are actually used and maintained. Concerns about the state of IoT security are 
becoming increasingly urgent.  Secure and practical software update mechanisms are 
necessary for the sustainability of IoT devices that operate unattended [3].  

More powerful IoT devices capable of running general purpose operating systems (such as 
embedded flavors of Linux) may leverage software update mechanisms designed for desktop or 
mobile devices. However, each of the existing solutions target a specific class of devices with 
regards to the hardware and operating system setup (e.g. Windows PC, Android phone, Linux 
server).  Existing update mechanisms are not able to address the requirements of the very 
broad set of IoT devices. In particular, they do they scale to small microcontroller class devices 
which run simple Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOSs) or no operating systems at all.  In this 
class of devices, ad-hoc software updates mechanisms prevalent today are either insecure or 
non-existent [4]. 

Cloud-assisted management fits well into the IoT deployment model as it can provide global 
accessibility and scalability to manage large numbers of devices. IoT system deployments that 
consist of large numbers of devices can benefit from cloud-computing for example in the 
following ways: 

• Cloud pervasiveness enables cloud-assisted monitoring of software update 
deployments and that updates are being successfully delivered and consumed, as well 
as how well devices are operating in the field, for instance whether or not anomalies are 
present. 

• Cloud scalability allows backend functions to economically scale up to accommodate 
large scale IoT device deployments. 

• Cloud elasticity can aid in the scheduling and distribution of software updates, 
especially when critical updates must be rapidly deployed.  

Secure software update mechanisms for IoT need to be automatic, secure, scalable and 
robust. In order to meet these requirements several considerations need to be addressed: 



• Authenticity and integrity of the update. In order to ensure the authenticity and 
integrity of the update software signing and validation can be used. In the absence of 
software signing authentication of software update server must be performed by the IoT 
device.  

• Scheduling and distribution of software updates. The rollout of updates can be 
impacted by available network bandwidth, or for instance coverage, in case the rollout is 
staged or personalized, either for a particular device or class of devices, such as trial 
deployments. Such personalization could potentially be performed on-line as workloads 
in the cloud environment. 

• Robustness and operational impact. Deeply embedded systems are often distributed 
in difficult to reach areas. Anomalies during the update process, such as serious 
misconfiguration or corrupted software can cause the device to no longer function 
correctly. Recovery of such devices can be cost-intensive. Therefore, the update 
mechanism should be robust and resilient so as to avoid bricking devices. For many 
devices there are requirements on when the update is performed in order to manage the 
impact on the use of the device (e.g. for operational safety). 

• Minimal user participation and decision making. It is unrealistic to expect users to be 
engaged to supervise updates, and to make decisions about individual devices. Updates 
should be fully automatic and delivered over-the-air. 

• Support for both full and partial software image updates. Transmitting minimum-
sized binary updates with less than full firmware, or compressed binaries is desirable in 
order to improve utilization of energy, network, and memory resources in networks 
comprised of constrained devices. While some software architectures on such devices 
can support modular updates, in many cases the software consists of a single, statically 
linked monolithic firmware image. Irrespective of the nature of the update, the 
authenticity and integrity of the update must be validated. In some cases, confidentiality 
of the software update is also required (e.g. encryption of software updates). 

• Rollback protection. Software updates are intended to address vulnerabilities in 
deployed devices. Therefore the software needs to protect against downgrade, which 
could cause already patched devices to become vulnerable again. 

• Secure boot. Authentication of firmware at boot time mitigates the risk of attacks that 
modify the software at rest or at runtime (e.g. code injection attacks). 

• Secure-storage. Devices may require integrity, roll-back protection, and / or 
confidentiality for persistent storage (e.g. cryptographic keys).  

• Immutable device identity. In many cases the use cases for the devices require each 
device to be uniquely identified. Even if unique device identifiers are not required, other 
use cases require device class identifiers. 

• Flexibility and scalability of update mechanism. Update mechanisms ideally need to 
scale from even tiny potentially battery-driven microcontrollers with limited connectivity to 
more powerful always-connected devices. The capabilities of the device could have an 
impact on e.g. the protocols or algorithms used in the update mechanism. 

Cloud-assisted management of IoT devices come with many of the same basic 
requirements as cloud-assisted software updates. For example the authenticity, integrity and 
confidentiality of the communication between management servers and devices needs to be 
ensured. Management servers must be able to support large numbers of devices. 



However, placing update and management assisting functionality in the cloud, could raise 
some privacy concerns, especially in cases where devices can be uniquely identified. 
Anonymous authentication technologies, such as DAA [5] and EPID [6] show promise in 
anonymity preserving attestation, however challenges still remain in scaling down to 
increasingly resource constrained device classes. 

Research Focus and Direction 
On the end devices themselves, many of the above considerations require a lightweight trust 
anchor on the device. Emerging trusted hardware architecture for resource constrained devices, 
such as ARM TrustZone-M (TZ-M) [7] featured in the next generation of ARM-based MCUs 
utilizing the ARMv8-M architecture could fulfil these requirements. The precise design of update 
mechanisms for TZ-M equipped devices are main focus of this research. These mechanisms 
include both on-device logic and algorithms to effect the update, as well as secure 
communication protocols fit for IoT scale devices, and must be supported by appropriate cloud 
services.   

In summary, the main research direction in this scenario will be: 

• Secure software update mechanisms for embedded devices (within WP1 with Aalto 
University, with assistance from WP2 and WP4) 

In additional the following stretch goal could be considered in this scenario: 

• Secure cloud-assisted management of devices and analytics of software and 
configuration deployments, as well in-field monitoring of device operation, integrity and 
anomaly detection. 

Expected Results 
In summary, the main tasks and expected result for this scenario will be: 

• Secure software update demonstrator for resource constrained ARM devices. 
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CLOSER WP1 – SCENARIO 03 
Cloud-assisted trust relation databases 

Participants and Partners 
• SSH 
• UH 

Background, Motivation and Brief State of the Art 

This use case is about a cloud-assisted security service for managing trust relationships. In a 
large information system, such as an internal network of a big corporation, different users, 
actors and other identities have trust of varying degree on each other. If sufficient trust exists 
then nodes in the network may authorize each other for, e.g., carrying out certain tasks and 
access to certain data. In this context it is important that user privacy, performance, usability, 
automation, reporting, auditability and other challenges are addressed. Typically authorization 
and access control is arranged in such way that general policies apply to the whole network 
while in the level of an individual node it is enough to define which other nodes are trusted. 
Then there is no need to define (or re-define) policies for each node separately. Instead, trust 
relationships between different nodes are defined first and policies may be built on top of the 
concept of trust relationship.   

One of the emerging needs for underlying technologies in this context is ability to perform 
operations on trust relationship data in an untrusted environment but still in privacy preserving 
manner. Compliance mandates (e.g. PCI DSS 3.0 [1], MAS [2], BASEL II/ III and NIST IR 7966 
[3]) require applicable organizations to manage their information and communication assets 
systematically. Some of the main principles are “separation of concerns” (implying modularity) 
and “chain of responsibility”. The information and related meta-information are typically 
confidential and there is a need to define policies for different level of rights for viewing and 
accessing the information even within a single organization. At the same time, there are needs 
to carry out various operations on that same information. Below we list typical example cases 
where there are conflicting needs of restricting access to information, on the one hand, while still 
making it possible to operate with the same information, on the other hand: 

- Subcontracted work force operate with the information 
- Cloud hosted storage and computation resources are used.  

In this use case a central piece of information is a trust relationship, which may have the form of 
a private-public pair of keys or a certificate, typically augmented with organization- and domain-
specific information (e.g. owner, approver, purpose). The existence of the trust relationship 
implies certain level of trust between different users. For instance, user1 could remotely access 
resources of user2 if user1 is able to provide proof of having access to a private key that 
corresponds to the public key that is explicitly set up as the condition for accessing user2’s 
resources. 

Trust relationships in a network form a large database. While it is relatively straight-forward to 
find out from the database whether, e.g. user1 has direct access to user2, it is harder to find out 



whether there could be indirect access through other nodes in the network. Because of 
confidentiality reasons, similar to the ones described above, there may even be restrictions on 
viewing parts of the database, and therefore it may even be impossible to determine whether 
user1 has access to user2’s resources in indirect manner, through a chain of trust relationships. 
Here part of the chain could be in such parts of the database where viewing is restricted. This 
issue causes problems with checking policy compliance.     

As an example problem (NIST IR 7966), consider the case of assessing the impact of 
compromising, or even just changing, one member of a network of trust relationships. The 
analysis of the impact must extend to potentially very large number of interconnected 
relationships. Otherwise it may happen that some policy violations are not detected. Because of 
confidentiality reasons there is a customer need for such a solution, which allows analyzing the 
paths in the trust network in a privacy-preserving manner. Looking from another point of view, 
the entity hosting the trust relationship database should not obtain information about what kind 
of  queries were carried out during the analysis, but is still able to set policies on what kind of 
data can be operated on by the analysis.  

This set-up is relevant for, e.g., Universal Key Manager product of SSH. Being able to integrate 
a privacy-preserving solution to existing SSH products (UKM especially) would provide an 
advantage over competing solutions.  

Research Focus and Direction 

Next we present an abstract technical view on the problem at hand at a level that is still 
representative of the concrete problem. This abstraction level also allows using real-life data 
from SSH in a sufficiently well anonymized form. In other words, we may use representation of 
the actual data in the research. This approach would allow putting focus on the essentials of the 
actual problem at hand but at the same time, the approach would enable integration of the 
research results as extensions to existing products.  

We describe the problem essentially as an access network. However, the very same abstract 
problem of constructing a graph from distinct components with differing ownership and privacy 
levels is applicable to other real-life problems as well. For example, we could be interested in 
path construction for certificate chains between different hosts. For these other real-life use 
cases we would need to show how the abstract graph is obtained as the result of modeling. This 
modeling task seems to be relatively straight-forward, i.e. we could adapt our modelling 
approach for access network, as described below. Of course, the end goal is to achieve good 
level of re-usability for the research results.  

In our model, a trust relation is a quintuple of the form  

(sourceuser,sourcehost,fp,targetuser,targethost). 

This expresses that a particular sourceuser@sourcehost can access another 
targetuser@targethost by using a unique fingerprint fp. A fingerprint is obtained from a public 
key by which the access attempt is authenticated. In our model, we use the set-up where 
access authentication is based on public-key technology where the basic idea is that the entity 
to be authenticated possesses (ability to operate with) a private key while the entity who wants 
to do the authentication possesses (ability to operate) with a public key that corresponds to the 



private key. Hence, we have a key pair and the fingerprint is actually common for both private 
and public key parts of the key pair.  

In order to construct a trust relation we need to combine a triple (fp,targetuser,targethost) with 
another triple (sourceuser,sourcehost,fp). The first triple can be public (visible to the database 
admin), but the second, private one, should typically not be visible. This implies that the 
resulting quintuple should not be visible either.  

A set of trust relations forms a directed graph. Nodes of the graph are pairs (user,host) while the 
directed edges are labeled by fingerprints. Our example trust relationship above means that 
there is an edge, labeled by fp, from the node (sourceuser, sourcehost) to the node (targetuser, 
targethost). 

Next we come back to checking policy compliance. For instance, we are interested in querying 
paths in the graph for the purpose of detecting breaches in separation of concerns. In addition, 
we may want to augment properties of the nodes and edges along the way (e.g. usernames, 
key sizes), but on the other hand, it may be that not all information (e.g. full path or full details 
on particular node properties) should be returned to the querier. This latter restriction may be 
the case even though the particular detailed information is needed in order to be able to answer 
the query. Both the construction of the full trust relation network as well as the queries over it 
should be privacy preserving, so that the owner of the machine on which the relation is build is 
not able to access the trust relations, the query or results of the query. On the other hand, 
owners of the data should be able to define what "privacy" means, i.e. they should be able to 
specify policies for the privacy preserving part.  

Enforcing separation of concerns requires classification of users and hosts. As one example, 
hosts may be divided to Test and Production, but they may be divided by other criteria as well, 
such as according to geographic or organizational criteria. Furthermore, users may be classified 
to service accounts (e.g root, dbadmin), application accounts, user accounts and M2M 
accounts.  

There is also a concept of an "application", which term in this scenario refers to a named group 
that may have multiple associated accounts or hosts, but also owners and acceptors who are 
responsible for the application. Owners and acceptors are also responsible for changes to the 
applications and what information about the application or its related network can be shown to 
querying parties. The owners should be able to set policies on who can view information owned 
by them. Note that many of the queries are essentially path queries rather than relational 
queries.  

The mappings of hostnames or usernames to roles and applications are similar to the private 
key information explained above; they are kept logically separate from other information and the 
combined information should not be available as plaintext, but they still may be required for 
answering queries. 

 



 

Expected Results 

The main objective is to design a privacy preserving trust-relation construction and querying 
mechanism for trust (and other) relationships as explained earlier. We begin at concept level, 
proceed to algorithms and protocols, and then build a proof-of-concept prototype that 
implements the mechanism. Problems of similar nature have been tackled before, e.g. in the 
CloSe project, by cryptographic means. Typically, cryptographic protocols for privacy protection 
can be optimized a lot when specifics and details of the problems are known. Therefore, we also 
carry out a detailed analysis of what kind of queries need to be supported by the developed 
mechanism. Results of this analysis may have big impact on the developed mechanism. It is 
also conceivable that a whole collection (or “toolbox”) of mechanisms is needed for the purpose 
of supporting all different queries in privacy-preserving manner.  

Longer term goal is to extend the existing SSH products so that it is possible integrate the 
functionality and mechanisms to these products. Based on the measured performance of the 
prototype demonstrator we can select one or more target features as candidates for integration 
in the SSH products, for instance, within UKM.  

Elaborating on the above points, we aim to:  

1. Demonstrate the computational requirements for privacy preserving operations over real 
world data and use cases. It is clear that there will be an increase in computational cost 
when introducing this technology. We need to characterize, measure and understand the 
practical impact and the possible options to reduce the overhead as much as possible.  

2. Based on the prototype built for the context of the abstract graph, industrial partner 
would build a lightweight standalone mock-up to replicate the academic results on the 
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CloSer prototype for non-public industrial data. The mock-up is also integrated to 
emerging endpoints in existing products. The main integration points will be the following 
UKM features. Constraints in one feature will affect choices in other aspects, but it is 
useful to consider them as separate items.  

1. Definition, representation and evaluation of security policies over the trust graph 
(and other, e.g. host configuration) data. Some of these policies pertain to the 
access or visibility of the data. Even though the policies are themselves generic 
(e.g. reaching production environment from test environment is a policy 
violation), in most cases the policies tie in to non-generic processes of the 
organization (e.g. reaching production environment is allowed if there is a permit 
from both business and IT owners and the access is terminated after 24 hours).  

2. Producing graph representation based on the individual trust (or other) relations 
in UKM is needed for path queries. However blindly generating full graph might 
be infeasible, hence limiting the graph construction by e.g. different policies or 
other queries is required.  

3. Integration of certificate-based trust relations and policies in a mixed environment 
where part of the trust relations are covered by certificates and other part by plain 
key pairs. This is typical situation for SSH customers.  

4. Operating with data that is hosted in an external trusted environment (such as a 
Hardware Security Module (HSM) or key wallet) and including this information 
safely and in a privacy-preserving manner in the trust relation network.  

The approach outlined in the previous section allows us to expresses the central problem so 
that SSH  can relatively simply produce relevant anonymized data from real-world sensitive 
data. The methods and results produced in the CloSer project should relatively easily be 
mapped back to the original data.  
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CLOSER WP1 – SCENARIO 04 
Fake Base Station Detection using Cloud Services 

Participants and Partners 
• Aalto 
• Nokia 

Background, Motivation and Brief State of the Art 
The first problem with 2G cellular networks, is that they are inherently insecure, due to lacking 
network authentication. The second problem with them, is that they are still so well supported 
(for legacy and technical reasons). These two problems are basically at the root of most of the 
recent news articles about IMSI catching, cellular phone call interception, SMS interception… 
One can see [YLEFicora,Wired2010,Aftenposten] for examples of such matters. 

Most of these attacks and interceptions were carried 
out using Fake Base Stations, and following some of 
the possibilities already mentioned in 2010 at Defcon 
[Defcon2010], for example. A fake base station is a 
base station that is set up to intercept the 
communication between a user and the mobile 
operator network, and while the first fake base 
stations were created for network measurement 
purposes [Joachim], it is now relatively easy to 
purchase the hardware and software needed to run 
one. To the User Equipment (UE), the fake base station appears to be a legitimate base station 
and to the operator network, the base station appears as a regular user. One of the primary 
reasons why fake base stations are possible on 2G networks, is that in 2G, the network does 
not authenticate itself [3GPP_TS55]; this has changed in 3G and 4G. But since many areas in 
the world only provide 2G coverage and many 2G phones still exist, 2G needs to be supported 
for both terminals and networks. In order to “catch” users connected to more recent networks 
such as 3G or 4G, the typical attack scenario is for the fake BTS to tell the terminal that it 
currently cannot operate on 3G or 4G, and thus force a downgrade to 2G. From then on, due to 
the now insecure authentication and encryption mechanisms in the 2G standard, it becomes 
possible to spy on the user. 

We carefully use “fake base stations” instead of “IMSI Catchers” because of what is possible 
against LTE (4G) networks, even without downgrading: e.g. learning the subscriber location, 
denying service, etc, as mentioned in the [NDSS16] paper (work supported by the CloSe 
project). In this paper, the possibility of having fake base stations over LTE was demonstrated, 
which proves that, despite the recent announcement by several major operators (in US, 
Australia, etc) of dropping 2G support totally, the threat remains present. 



Research Focus and Direction 
The current issue with existing fake base station detection techniques is that the software is 
based mostly on heuristics about what should be the correct values for a BTS (including rates of 
change of the LAC/CID combinations, encryption negotiation behavior…), and does not use the 
“physical” parameters available to their full extent. 

The research direction in this scenario will cover parts of the work proposed in [Abodunrin, 
MicheCNS], in which a methodology to use the physical parameters of the BTS is proposed. 
Specifically, and without entering into the details, the methodology relies on the quality of the 
estimation of the loss in signal (called path loss estimation) between the device and the 
antenna, as well as on the availability and reliability (in terms of connectivity and privacy) of a 
remote, secure, cloud service.  

The path loss estimation is dependent on a number of traditional parameters (height of the 
antenna, power, frequency…), as well as the topology of the land surrounding the antenna and 
the device. 

In this work, we propose to use Machine Learning to improve the path loss estimation and take 
into account the architecture/topology of the surroundings, down to a very detailed level. In 
addition, we will work on the difficulties posed by the use of a secure cloud service by the 
device, for obtaining reliable data and crowd-sourcing the information collected.  

The following figure illustrates at a very high level the first research direction for this scenario, 
that is, the combination of an accurate modeling of the path loss estimation in ideal (no 
buildings) conditions, with a possibility to include the topology of the land in the form of a map, 
as input to this model, in order to create a much more accurate estimation of the path loss. 

 

 

Figure 1 Illustration of the overall improved Path Loss Estimation 

In summary, the main research directions in this scenario will be: 

1. Develop a Machine Learning approach capable of modeling accurately the path loss, 
with map input (within WP3, with Aalto) 

2. Examine the requirements and design the appropriate secure cloud service that will 
support this system (within WP1, with Aalto) 

Expected Results 
Generally, we expect that the initial feasibility experiments for the first research direction (work 
on toy data, at first) should be conducted within the next 6 months. Should this research 
direction fail to bring satisfying results, the second research direction only will be pursued, and 
the design of the cloud service will take into account this impossibility of the first research task. 



In summary, the main tasks and results expected for this scenario will be: 

• A Novel Machine Learning algorithm capable of handling the required inputs for highly 
accurate path loss estimation 

• A secure, private and crowd-sourced cloud service which supports and enables the 
reliable detection of fake BTS 
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CLOSER WP1 – SCENARIO 05 
Differential anomaly detection  

Participants and Partners 
• Nokia 
• Arcada 
• F-Secure 
• Aalto 
• UH 

Background, Motivation and Brief State of the Art 
Anomaly detection with data mining based optimized model: 
Although data mining has evolved as a good technology to figure out the security threats, still 
there is no single best method since different attacks have different characteristics and also 
divers’ algorithms have various requirements. A technique may have high accuracy for attack 
detection in general but in particular and for the specific type of attack, it may not have the same 
performance. Therefore in this research we combine different algorithms such as neural 
networks and genetic algorithms along with linear algorithms such as decision tree or fuzzy 
rules using “Differential Training” and “Dynamic Feature Selection” to achieving higher 
performance in accuracy and processing time. The combined model would be later applied for 
SDN security and IoT robots security. 
Another area to apply anomaly detection is for cloud-assisted attack detection services. This 
can be used for detecting attacks on endpoints in an enterprise environment. This approach 
may involve collecting data locally before it is uploaded to a cloud-based service backend. The 
locally-collected data necessarily includes privacy-sensitive information about the usage of the 
endpoint and the user’s behaviour. The integrity of the data is of vital importance for the correct 
functioning of the service. 

 
Fig. 1 Detection-as-a-Service (DaaS) as an SDN application 

 

 



 
Fig. 2 IoT robot Security 

 
SDN security application: We tackle the forthcoming situation, where malicious traffic is 
already flowing inside the network, since the first suitable control point is in the middle of the 
network. Assuming our mechanism applies also to software based virtual switches residing in 
the hypervisors server and on compute hosts then solution is more feasible. Our previously 
mentioned DM based model detects the anomalies in the network traffic. Considering the 
amount of network traffic and the computation requirements, various detection units can be 
utilized for load balancing purposes. Our proposed mechanism detects anomalies in the traffic 
that passes through SDN network and prevents malicious traffic from flowing into SDN network.  
 
IoT robots security application: We introduce a mobile network cloud platform that will collect 
data from robotic and IoT sources, then we will perform data mining and data analysis to find 
out malicious robots and isolate them. 
 
Protecting the local storage of the Rapid Detection Service (RDS): RDS for detecting 
advanced attacks on organisational systems. The service consists of sensor software installed 
in the endpoints that collects and upstreams relevant data to the cloud-based backend. The 
decision logic based on the collected data resides in the backend. It is critical to prevent the 
attacker from evading detection (e.g. by tampering with the locally-collected data) and also to 
ensure the confidentiality of this data to protect the users’ privacy. 

Research Focus and Direction 
In summary, the main research directions in this scenario will be: 

1. Anomaly Detection with differential training and dynamic feature selection (within WP3; 
Nokia and Arcada) 

2. Application of optimized anomaly detection model for SDN and IoT robots security  
3. Approaches for protecting local storage, including OS-supported mechanisms, trusted 

hardware, and cryptographic techniques (within WP2; F-Secure, Aalto, and UH). 



Expected Results 
The differential anomaly detection model will be implemented and it will be tested with different 
algorithms and data sets for performance evaluation. In the later phase, differential anomaly 
detection model will be tuned and optimized to serve SDN and IoT network use cases. 

The expected results for this scenario will be: 

• Paper on performance evaluation of differential anomaly detection model 
• Demo on proof on concept for differential anomaly detection model 
• Paper on optimization and performance evaluation of differential anomaly detection 

model for SDN enabled networks 
• Demo on application of differential anomaly detection model to SDN enabled networks 
• Paper on optimization and performance evaluation of differential anomaly detection for 

IoT robot security use case 
• Demo on application of differential anomaly detection model to IoT networks. 

  



CLOSER WP1 – SCENARIO 06 
Web Content Analysis for Security Applications 

Participants and Partners 
• F-Secure 
• Arcada 
• Aalto 
• UH 

Background, Motivation and Brief State of the Art 
Web content analysis has multiple applications in cybersecurity, both in corporate and 
consumer domains, and is also an integral part of threat intelligence for security vendors. The 
analysis results usually come in the forms of web resource categorization and reputation, which 
enables filtering based on security policies or user preferences and brings such important 
benefits as: 

- Protection of users and organizations from attackers targeting their networks and 
devices to compromise and control. 

- Protection of organizations from legal liabilities related to web usage and compliance. 
- Enabling control of the web usage by children (often called “parental control”) or by 

employees of organizations (often called “productivity control”). 
- Protection of users’ credentials and other sensitive information, threatened by phishing 

attacks. 
- Saving the bandwidth. 

In addition, the intelligence related to web resources, usually combined with other information 
about IP’s, files, mobile apps, etc., helps prevent targeted attacks and other forms of 
cybercrime. 

Through web resource categorization, we typically try to answer whether resource content is 
appropriate for a given user to access. The reputation information, roughly speaking, splits web 
resources into safe and unsafe, with malicious sites, drive-by downloads, spyware, and phishing 
sites being primary examples of the latter. 

As mentioned in [Ref4], new websites are emerging at astonishing rates and it is very hard to 
keep up with the volume and speed to provide accurate classifications of new and changing 
sites. In addition to unsafe sites created on purpose, many legitimate sites do not have sufficient 
security to protect themselves or their users and get compromised regularly. Some sites shift 
rapidly between malicious and benign to avoid detection. 

Just some of the scary statistics found in [Ref2]: 

- 85,000 new malicious IP addresses were launched every day, or over 31 million 
throughout 2015. 



- Out of the top 10 site categories visited by Webroot customers (business & economy, 
society, travel, shopping, etc.), six of those categories also appeared in the top 10 
categories of Suspicious to High Risk URLs. 

- 30% of Internet users access phishing sites. 

For impersonation by phishing sites, technology companies were targeted in 2015 twice as 
often as financial institutions (68% to 32%), likely because compromising a technology company 
account may be easier to accomplish and may lead to compromises of other accounts, including 
financial ones [Ref3]. Google and PayPal are clearly the leading targets for impersonation in the 
technology and financial industries respectively, with the Google’s share of 44% of the tech 
companies phishing sites and PayPal’s - 40% of the financial industry phishing sites. 

While reliable statistics on the sites with inappropriate content, for instance, for children, are 
perhaps hopeless to find, the web is full of resources that can be categorized as adult, violence, 
drugs, etc., including images, videos, and user-generated content. 

It is interesting to note that, somewhat counterintuitively, some categories that might be 
assumed suspicious or unwanted due to their nature are relatively reputable from the safety 
point of view. For instance, Cheating sites are ~ 80% Trustworthy (Low Risk), Hate and Racism 
- 80%, Violence - 70%. 

There are numerous challenges related to web content analysis and multiple architectural and 
technological choices of analysis and filtering systems. On the challenges side: 

- Dynamic connections between sites and applications are hard to keep up with. 
- Many resources naturally belong with multiple categories and “unsafe” types. 
- Content filtering must be appropriately granular (e.g., access to www.wallstreet.com is 

enabled but access to sub-links on job hunting is not; the user is allowed to access 
certain social networks but can use games there). 

- Numerous formats of web resources and multiple languages of textual content must be 
handled. 

- Web 2.0 technologies led to a vast amount of user-generated contents created in 
various forms such as blogs, podcasts, wikis, twitters, etc. 

- With the huge popularity of YouTube and similar services, organizations and families 
need support in identifying and categorizing video content. 

- The user’s privacy must be protected and relevant laws and regulations must be 
respected. 

Architecturally, some of the important choices are: whether to analyze the content is real-time or 
rely on (regularly updated) databases and how to prioritize URL’s for analysis; where to place 
the “interception point” (the location where filtering is done); whether to use content sandboxing; 
whether (and how) to use users’ ratings and opinions. We will now briefly touch these. 

In Database-based filtering, every time a website is requested, a service validates the URL or 
domain against a database to verify if the policy or settings permit the URL’s associated 
category. Obvious issues with this approach are the web’s constantly changing content, user-
generated content, and added latency for network traffic. Dynamic filtering analyzes the web 
content and looks for category specific content for every website the users visit in real-time. This 
may require frequent updates of the analytical code or those related to changes in the popular 
browsers. 
 



Inline Web filtering places the control in the Internet gateway to an organization, intercepting 
all Internet traffic and applying filtering policies. The considerable shift to the work-from-
anywhere culture led to significant challenges. In Endpoint-based Web filtering, decisions are 
taken locally in the user devices, based on a predefined filtering policy from the central server. 
This requires software management efforts but addresses individuals’ privacy concerns. 

An example of execution-based Web content analysis can be found in [Ref10]. The approach 
is to render and observe active Web content in a disposable virtual machine before it reaches 
the user’s browser, in transit from Web servers.  

While browsing and other Web-related activities of the users are used by many cybersecurity 
vendors for prioritizing their content analysis efforts, mechanisms for utilizing users’ ratings of 
resources for categorization and reputation are rare and must be “handled with care”. 

The number of scientific publications on web content analysis where proposed methods were 
adequately validated seems to be rather low. We want to mention here [Ref8] and [Ref9] as 
they present techniques relevant for the CloSer plans. In particular, [Ref8] describes WebGuard, 
an automatic filter for explicit web content, which exploits images and textual contents to 
improve the detection accuracy. [Ref9] presents a prototype for parental control that detects 
images with adult content received on a mobile device, where Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
technology running on a remote server is used for categorizing images. 

We will finish this section by a brief account of the key competitors providing web content 
analysis and filtering products and services. One should note that many of the claims below are 
taken from the public communication by the vendors and were not independently verified and 
confirmed. 

Brightcloud / Webroot ([Ref3], [Ref4]) 

The BrightCloud Web Classification Service enables organizations to implement required or 
desired web access policies. Over 80 categories and over 40 languages are supported for web 
content. 

When users attempt to visit uncategorized sites, the sites are categorized dynamically using the 
automated Webroot classification process based on advanced machine learning and supported 
by a global, multilingual team. The classification rate is 2,500 URLs/second, with an error rate of 
less than 2% (versus an average human error rate of 5-15%). The database covers 600+ million 
domains and 27+ billion URLs classified, by far the largest URL database of this type. 

The BrightCloud Web Reputation Service provides independent reputation scores - website risk 
- for all sites, regardless of category, while the BrightCloud Threat Investigator provides 
additional data on the primary URLs, IPs, files, and mobile apps which impact a URL, to better 
understand why a score was given and proactively protect against associated malicious actors. 
To determine a site’s Web Reputation Index, content category, site history, age, rank, location, 
networks, links, real-time performance, as well as other contextual and behavioral trends are 
used. The contextual analysis correlates the site’s relationship to other scored URLs, files, IPs, 
and mobile apps. Six categories of high-risk URLs are defined: known spam URLs, malware 
sites, phishing, proxy avoidance and anonymizers, spyware/adware, and botnets. 

Content Watch ([Ref1]) 



ContentWatch products utilize Dynamic Contextual Analysis (DCA) to filter and categorize web 
content for every website user’s visit in real-time. While other vendors have focused efforts on 
moving their services to the cloud, ContentWatch has focused on optimizing its Content Filtering 
Engine to run locally. Distributing a local filtering agent to each endpoint device allows the 
solution to be fully customizable. 

DCA reassembles each requested web page and then scans the page for specific content 
types, by searching through the text and format of the page. While looking at this text the DCA 
engine evaluates key words and phrases and the context in which these words and phrases are 
being used. Other key indicators that are also evaluated are links, metadata, header 
information, site ratings and names of videos and images. Page processing time is milliseconds. 
DCA can also analyze URLs, RTA (Restricted to Adults) and PICS (Platform for Internet 
Content) ratings, embedded URLs, page frames, and other metadata to ensure a more accurate 
categorization. 

BlueCoat / WebFilter ([Ref5])  

Powered by Blue Coat’s Global Intelligence Network, Blue Coat WebFilter categorizes billions of 
web pages into more than 80 categories in 50+ languages. When deployed with ProxySG 
appliances, WebFilter can enforce and update corporate security policies across the network 
based on these categories. Strong web filtering and rich media control with a good granular 
categorization engine is supported by strong real-time reporting on user-based web traffic, 
enabling control of the Internet use, including web 2.0 applications, most significantly social 
media use. 

Blue Coat WebFilter, with its cloud-connected architecture and inputs from a worldwide 
community of users, is best-in-class for web threat protection, delivering URL Threat Risk 
Levels together with URL categorization to over 75 million users. This is the largest and most 
diverse user community associated with any web security vendor. The enormous flow of user 
inputs allows WebFilter to base ratings and categories on current and relevant user activities 
and to be aware of new content faster than any other solution. 

WebFilter can include up to four categories per web page to reflect content more accurately and 
allows for thousands of granular sub-category combinations that make policy enforcement more 
flexible and powerful. 

Forcepoint / Websense ([Ref6], [Ref7]) 

Web Filter & Security inspects all web content for malicious or suspicious code such as open or 
obfuscated scripts, exploit code, and iframe tags. With more than 120 security and filtering 
categories, advanced machine learning quickly and accurately classifies pages based on 
content including images, multimedia, and links. It also provides employee Internet 
management (EIM) functionality, which, for instance, allows viewing of YouTube educational 
videos while controlling viral, entertainment, and surveillance videos, and controls the use of 
social media. 

Real-Time Content Classification (RTCC) machine learning is based on a Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) model and used to analyze web pages as they would be delivered to the user, 
in more than 50 natural languages. Feature weights are based on a library of millions of sample 
pages, with new samples added daily from Websense ThreatSeeker Intelligence Cloud, which 



sees up to 5 billion requests every day from more than 900 million unified endpoints. RTCC 
examines embedded links to other pages, content with embedded scripts, streaming media, and 
file downloads to identify potential threats. The capabilities of RTCC are particularly strong for 
handling large, highly active web pages full of small, highly variable and possibly unrelated 
content, such as social networks, where only a single link or embedded link could indicate a 
threat. 

URL Sandboxing is used for validating web links in email messages, and many Websense 
customers share samples of new and potentially malicious content with Websense Security 
Labs for further analysis. 

ThreatSeeker® Intelligence Cloud, managed by Forcepoint’ s Security Labs™ threat intelligence 
experts, helps ensure the distribution of the highest quality human-vetted information at a rate of 
up to 3.2 intelligence alerts per second. 

Websense Content Gateway, a Linux-based, high-performance Web proxy and cache, provides 
real-time content scanning and Web site classification for pages that are not included in the 
Websense Master Database and pages that Websense has determined to have rapidly 
changing content. 

Research Focus and Direction 
F-Secure needs to significantly improve its Web content analysis capability and expertise. 
Protecting  corporate customers from web-related threats and enabling intelligent parental 
control for families are key goals in the company strategy, and excelling in threat intelligence 
has recently become a top priority as well. F-Secure has around 1B of URL samples stored, and 
around 1.2M new unique URLs are imported and processed in the backend systems daily. The 
main sources of samples are the customers (in particular, of F-Secure SAFE and Freedome 
products), data exchange with competitors, and – in the nearest future – results of crawling with 
Riddler (searching in the neighborhoods of known unsafe web resources or those with 
inappropriate content), the F-Secure’s crawling engine under active development. Over the 
years, F-Secure has considerably improved training sets available for building web content 
classifiers, and is constantly developing those further. 

Several other systems and technologies at F-Secure, relevant for the web content-related 
research plans in CloSer: 

- Network Reputation System (NRS), the backend / cloud system that collects, stores, and 
processes data related to web resources; some results of the recent work on NRS are 
the daily Whois flow for Country-Code TLD's, the flow of URL’s extracted in the 
endpoints by Deepguard, a behavior-based malware detection engine, and a number of 
new categories added to NRS (e.g., Advocacy and support organizations, How-To Sites, 
Reference Sites, Disposable Webmail); 

- Object Reputation Service Platform (ORSP), used to respond to the users’ requests 
about categories, reputation, and other relevant facts for specified web resources; 

- Capuchin, the feature and meta-data extractor for specified web resources; examples of 
the recently added features are UrlRedirections and ArchiveInfo; 

- Sandbox technology that can be used for URL’s to extract dynamic features; 
- Classification rules and machine learning-based engines. 



Currently, the research focus is on the design and development of classification and reputation 
assessment methods running in the cloud (NRS), to serve the resulting intelligence to the users 
via ORSP. While the limitations of this approach (mentioned in the previous section) are clear, 
solutions based on browser plug-ins are not affordable at the moment due to the browser 
updates-related maintenance burden. However, the CloSer research results may force us to 
reconsider this. 

The main research directions in this scenario will be: 

5. Image labeling and classification methods, in particular to handle web resources with 
text in unsupported languages or with little text (within WP3, Arcada and FSC) 

6. Exploring feasibility of machine learning-based approaches for detecting phishing sites 
in the backend; considering client-side approaches if missing features in the backend (in 
particular, browser logs) prove to be critical (within WP3, FSC, supported by Arcada) 

7. Implementing classification methods for web resources with core parts of the text in the 
most important “non-English” languages (within WP3, FSC, supported by Arcada) 

8. Improving some of the technologies mentioned in the beginning of this section; 
integrating the web content analysis methods with the other technologies within the 
overall URL processing stack to achieve optimal performance (within WP3 and WP4, 
FSC, supported by HY and Arcada) 

Also in the scope: approaches to recognizing resources in such “difficult” categories as Hate 
and Violence (how to understand the overall tone / sentiment); validation mechanisms for the 
developed classifiers and services based on those (customer and independent reviewer views); 
exploring utilization of web content categories in user profiling for anomaly detection (Aalto 
University may be involved in this effort). 

A note on supporting multiple languages. As of today, the top 20 countries where F-Secure’s 
products are present in speak 16 different primary languages. At least the most important 
content categories should be supported for those languages, in particular: (a) for filtering out 
content inappropriate for children; (b) for content filtering satisfying organizational policies; (c) 
for detecting scams and phishing websites. Considering potential approaches, we need to keep 
in mind the associated costs, as those can be prohibitive due to the amount of manual work or 
the use of 3rd party technologies / services. 

Expected Results 
Obviously, the key expected result is a high level of automation in identification of unsafe and 
inappropriate web resources, providing low number of false positives (in the range of 5 – 10%, 
depending on specific categories) and good coverage of resources important for the customers 
and in independent testing. Since there are no plans to use the feature extraction and 
classification technologies in the end-points for now, the resource consumption requirements 
are on the backend / cloud level. On the other hand, easy retraining of the classifiers should be 
possible and dependencies on 3rd party tools should be avoided. 

From the validation point of view, one good approach is to verify how the top results of popular 
Google searches are handled. User requests coming via ORSP can also serve a guidance in 
the validation work. 



Finally, we expect to see a strong contribution of the web content analysis methods to the 
overall threat intelligence, increasing its value for the customers. 
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